DEGREES/MAJORS, DOCTORAL MINORS, 
GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATES

- French Studies, MFS (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/
french-studies-mfs)
- French, Doctoral Minor (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-
italian/french-doctoral-minor)
- French, M.A. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/french-
ma)
- French, Ph.D. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/french-
phd)
- Italian, Doctoral Minor (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/
italian-doctoral-minor)
- Italian, M.A. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/italian-
ma)
- Italian, Ph.D. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/french-italian/italian-
phd)

PEOPLE

French Faculty: Professors Bousquet (chair), Debaisieux, Goodkin, Langer, Miernowski, Tochon, Vatan and Vila; Associate Professors Dima, El Nossery and Willis Allen; Assistant Professors Armstrong and Gipson; Faculty Associates Deitz and Irving; Senior Lecturer Miernowska

Italian Faculty: Professors Buccini, Livorni and Rumble; Associate Professors Menechella, Phillips-Court and Todorovic; Faculty Associate Eadie